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DRILL would like to thank the following organisations for 
their invaluable support and partnership

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
DRILL respectfully acknowledges the palawa/pakana people who are the traditional 
custodians of the land on which we make art, conversations and connections - lutruwita/
Tasmania. We pay our respect to their Elders, both past, present and emerging. We 
acknowledge and uphold their continuing relationship to this land and contribution to 
contemporary Australian artistic practice, and extend that respect to other Indigenous 
Australians who join us at DRILL.

DONORS
Thank you to all of our amazing donors throughout 2022. Without your support we wouldn’t 
be able to deliver the same level of programs to young people in our state.  
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Snapshot of 2022
PERFORMANCES

 + dissolving labels
 + Dance Nexus – Glenorchy
 + Collective Writing - Collective Dancing
 + Premiere of A CALL TO ARMS  

STATISTICS 

 + 214 Rehearsals/workshops across all projects
 + over 500 individual participants
 + over 800 attendances at performances
 + 28 artists and technical staff engaged

KEY ARTISTS ENGAGED

 + Isabella Stone - Artistic Director
 + H.K. Vermeulen – Choreographer, Dance Nexus Glenorchy & Still Drompin 
 + Keia McGrady – Choreographer, Dance Nexus Glenorchy
 + Izaak Bishop – Filmmaker, dissolving labels, Dance Nexus Glenorchy,  

   Collective Writing - Collective Dancing
 + Pippa Samaya - Filmmaker and photographer A CALL TO ARMS
 + Tara Samaya – Choreographer and director A CALL TO ARMS
 + Billie Rankin - Director, dissolving labels
 + Davina Wright – Director, dissolving labels
 + Richie Cyngler - Sound design and music, dissolving labels
 + Chris Jackson – Lighting designer and production manager, dissolving labels
 + Steph Francis – lighting operator, dissolving labels
 + Caitlin Comerford – workshop, Still Drompin
 + Nathan Pitchford - workshop, Still Drompin 
 + Adam Wheeler- workshop, Still Drompin 
 + Bec Dundas (Nee Jones) - workshop, Still Drompin 
 + Rikki Mace - workshop, Still Drompin 
 + Gabriel Comerford - workshop, Still Drompin
 + Angela Barnard - workshop, Still Drompin
 + Bonnie Que – Story leader, Collective Writing – Collective Dancing
 + Gabrielle Martin – Choreographer, Collective Writing – Collective Dancing

DRILL WITHIN THE COMMUNITY

DRILL delivered a number of other activities throughout the year, many in partnership with 
other organisations including;

 + A free dance workshop with Tasdance artist Jenni Large
 + DRILL’s 2020 film Leviathan was screened as part of the City of Hobart’s  

   “Our Window on Wellington” program, on their outdoor screen “The Loop;”
 + Isabella Stone undertook professional development with Dancenorth in  

   Townsville, and delivered a workshop within their Deeper than Dancing  
   Program

 + Delivery of workshops to young people as part of the Nayri Niara Festival;
 + Delivery of a workshop as part of Moonah Arts Centre’s school holiday  

   program.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

 + Supported early career artist Keia McGrady as choreographer for Dance Nexus
 + Supported early career artist Gabrielle Martin as choreographer for Junior  

   Company
 + Support for senior company member Curtis Thorpe for AYDF
 + Support for senior company member Evelyn Bryan in a volunteer position for  

   Junior Company
 + DRILL Senior Company and artists attended a palawa/pakana cultural  

   awareness session with the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre as part of  
    dissolving labels
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From the Chair
Lesley Graham

While every year seems big, this one certainly stood out. Firstly I would like to acknowledge 
that this was the year we emerged from COVID to find the world somewhat changed. 

2022 began with the wonderful Samaya Wives film project in the Tarkine. This was the last of 
the much-delayed pre COVID initiatives of our previous Artistic Director, Joshua Lowe. This 
project required a high level of complex arrangements, risk assessments, close interactions 
with several external partners and intrastate travel. Our AD Isabella Stone and GM Cathryn 
Williams met these challenges very capably allowing creatives and participants with varying 
levels of experience in this type of environment, a smooth and fulfilling experience.

In February our Secretary Erica Campbell Graham and I had to step aside for a few weeks 
and want to thank the Vice Chairs Sally Mollison and Carin Mistry for covering the workload 
in support of our staff. It is always a delight to see how the members of this voluntary board 
share their skills and are able to support the staff in the smooth 
functioning of the company.

With that in mind, we farewelled Vice Chair Carin Mistry, with 
her shift into working with MADE. We also welcomed new 
board members Steve Kyne, Sandi Doherty and Angela Barnard 
bringing new voices and wonderful levels of experience of the 
Company, dance, youth and arts funding.

As the year settled more into a ‘post COVID’ level of activity, 
Isabella carefully supported the young members of the company 
and guided projects which addressed issues of direct concern 
to them. The connection between the young peoples’ world 
view, their contributions and the final works was palpable and 
acknowledged by both participants and audiences. 

From dissolving labels to Dance Nexus and the launch of A Call 
to Arms at the State Cinema, we were reminded of the strong 
voice of our young people and of the importance of community 
partnerships.  TasPorts, Montrose Bay High, the Bob Brown 
Foundation and the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre, amongst 
others, were crucial to the success of our program. 

Finally, it is with sadness that in April 2023 we will farewell 
Isabella, who has worked tirelessly for DRILL over the past 
three years. Replacing a founding Artistic Director and moving 
interstate would be enough for most; however, we will never 
forget the determination she showed when taking on the reins 
one week prior to COVID lock down. This was certainly not what 
she signed up for. 

Isabella’s care for the young people of DRILL has been exceptional, consciously modelling 
very strong principles of support, mutual respect and care. During this period DRILL 
has demonstrated the strength and importance of a solid structure which can weather a 
pandemic storm and come out the other side with positive strategic directions for the future. 
We wish Isabella all the very best for her future endeavours in dance and life and hope that 
she feels Tasmania and DRILL will always be her second home. 

As I close this report, we are about to welcome our new Artistic Director, Bec Dundas, after 
an exciting national recruitment process. We look forward to the opportunities this new 
appointment will bring. 
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Vision
More young Tasmanians being active and engaged members 
of the community, empowered through dance and creative 
thinking.

Goals
To deliver ambitious creative programs grounded in collaboration, tailored 
for youth participants.

To provide youth programs that are accessible and inclusive, financially and 
geographically (within the South).

To embed DRILL into the ecology of Tasmanian performance through strong 
arts and community partnerships..

To consolidate DRILL’s organisational foundation for a sustainable future. 

1. 

2.

3.

4.

Mission
To create meaningful contemporary dance experiences that 
unite and strengthen young Tasmanians in our community.

Guiding Principals
To give young people, through dance, the opportunity to grow their 
capacity as resilient, compassionate, creative and collaborative community 
members.

Consistency in the experience provided for participants and equity of 
geographical reach in the south.

Transparency, honesty and truth within our collegiate relationships with 
participants and all partners across the State.

Sustainability and wellness of employees, participants and audiences.

We aim to expand diversity across our participants including age, experience, 
body types, sexuality and culture.

1. 

2.

3.

4.

5.
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A CALL TO ARMS - Samaya Wives Film
MAJOR SEASON

The ambitious project involved eight performers, including of members of the community, 
adult DRILL Senior Company members and alumni, partnered with the Bob Brown 
Foundation and worked closely with Tasmanian Aboriginal Heritage Officer Sharnie Read. 
The team came together to create content for a new dance film that explores topics of 
protest, conflict and hope and tells stories through bodies in a landscape of significance 
and history - the takayna/Tarkine in north west Tasmania. The film is an expression of 
the embodiment of protest, the importance of connection to place and, the power and 
importance of the land itself. It is about profiling and raising awareness of takayna/Tarkine 
through the collective voice framed and led by Tara and Pippa’s creative practice.

The initial week of the project took Artistic Director Isabella Stone, Tara and Pippa Samaya 
and Sharnie Read to many areas of takayna/Tarkine. They scouted locations for filming, that 
could be approached sensitively and with cultural awareness of where and how to be as 
visitors (always) on Country. They crossed huge distances, from the coast to the depths of 
the old forest and were in awe of and informed by, the wildness, diversity, age and scale of 
takayna/Tarkine.

The following 2 weeks were conducted with participants in studio and then 6 days 
in takayna/Tarkine. It was an intensely focussed and immersive journey through the 
development of movement in studio to transferring and filming it on locations. The project 
achieved growth and development that was considered unparalleled by the artists, team 
members and participants. For some participants it was the first time they had visited that 
wild place of lutruwita/Tasmania. Everyone returned charged and changed by the landscape 
and many conversations over the week revealed the groups’ belief in small creative acts that 
can have huge impacts. 

180   20    10   1
Audience  Workshop/Filming Participants Performances

6.30pm Wednesday 15 December 2023
State Cinema, North Hobart 

In January 2022, DRILL delivered the first and in person stage of a long awaited project led 
by award winning dance film artists Tara and Pippa Samaya. 
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Pippa and Tara undertook the the process of editing and adding a soundtrack, and entitled 
the film A CALL TO ARMS.

It was premiered in nipaluna/Hobart at a sold out session in the State Cinema, held in 
partnership with the Bob Brown Foundation. Participants spoke about their experiences 
at the event, and there was a Q and A session after the screening.  

A CALL TO ARMS  Photo by Pippa Samaya



dissolving labels
SENIOR COMPANY

dissolving labels was a huge time for the cast of 14 young people (aged 13-25) who 
presented six performances across three days in a performance space of roughly 20 x 20 
meters housed in the very gorgeous MAC02. They were incredible at working consistently 
across the performances, adapting and adjusting across a really tight production week and 
truly admirable in their support and care for each other both on and off ‘stage’.

Members of DRILL’s Senior Company created the work collaboratively with four key 
creatives: Isabella Stone (dance), Billie Rankin (visual arts and performance), Davina Wright 
(theatre), and Richie Cyngler (experimental sound). It evolved into a rich, honest, playful, and

477   42   14   5
Audience  Workshops Participants Performances

MAC 02, Hobart
School Matinee 11am Thursday 18 August
School Matinee 11am Friday 19 August
7pm Thursday 18 August 2022
7pm Friday 19 August 2022
2pm & 7pm Saturday 20 August 2022 (Auslan Interpretatation and Audio Described)
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yet sensitive piece of performance. The young people danced, spoke and sang, through 
choreography and improvisation, in a performance that expresses some of their lived 
experiences both literally and reimagined.

The season started with a poignant and magically personal but also embracing Welcome to 
Country by Nathan Pitchford.  We thank him hugely for being with us that night and in spirit 
across the season. Inviting Billie Rankin and Davina Wright into the creative team leading 
the young people felt like a right decision from the moment an invitation was given, and 
their expertise and care was demonstrated in the work. It was our delight to have folded 
them into the creative seams of the company. The performers were accompanied by sound 
and music created and structured by Richie Cyngler. This was Richie’s first commission into 
making sound and music for a full length live performance, we are grateful for him agreeing 
to take this creative risk and adventure and producing something truly original for the 
performers and work.

Support from the TasPorts allowed DRILL to perform the work at the waterfront warehouse 
MAC02, which created an enormous performance space, surrounded by audience on three 
sides. Two of the performances were Auslan interpreted with a local interpreter and Audio 
Described in a collaboration with access2arts (based in South Australia). The show had 
positive feedback from audiences, a positive review in ArtsHub and 175 students attending 
at two schools matinees.

From the Directors: 

‘dissolving labels’ explored young people’s slippery experiences of labels, titles, and 
names and how they impact their lives - from social categories to the way nouns can shape 
our understanding of ourselves and the world around us. ‘dissolving labels’ unravels our 
complicated and often contradictory relationships to labels.

How do we grow in the communities we are born into? How do the communities grow to 
contain us too? Beyond all the words you hear are hundreds more conversations, private 
acceptances and movements that are not held within this show.

This show asks you to come with this group of people on a journey through identity, 
movement and dreams. It’s not a straight line, just like we’re not. It’s an old song sung anew, 
a story about going to buy a coffee, explorations of grief and growing up. It’s measuring 
bodies and growing. It asks our audience, what labels would you discard if you could? Which 
would you hold onto? And how far can any label stretch until it fails its own definition?

The real dissolving labels happens within the community this ensemble has built together. 
Within DRILL the young people demand no answers of each other and take each other as 
they are asked to be called. The dissolving therefore becomes a type of radical acceptance 
of each other. ‘dissolving labels’ holds the grief and difficultly of youth with the joy and 
humour that young people bring.

Directors/Choreographers: Isabella Stone, Billie Rankin, Davina Wright & all the performers
Sound design and music: Richie Cyngler
Lighting designer: Chris Jackson
Lighting operator: Steph Francis
Production: Io Performance
Producer: Cathryn Williams
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Still Drompin
SENIOR COMPANY

19

Videography: Next Creative

20   10   21   1
Audience  Workshops Participants Performance

Assembly 197, Launceston
5-8 October 2022

It is unique that this island is home to two of Australia’s youth dance companies, both with 
extensive and long histories of working with young people in creative contexts. While 
DRILL and Launceston’s Stompin have collaborated before, STILL DROMPIN is the longest 
exchange the two companies have had - and what a ride it was!

In the October holidays seven Senior DRILL members were accompanied by AD Isabella 
Stone and GM Cathryn Williams, travelling to Launceston for this 4 day dance camp. There, 
they collaborated and sang karaoke with, danced alongside, connected to and shared space 
and time with fourteen members of Stompin.

We began with a grounding and moving ceremony that was shared and led by palawa 
man Nathan Pitchford, a friend and ‘family’ member of both the organisations, for which 
we are extremely grateful. Over the course of the four days the young people experienced 
workshops with creative leaders from within each of the companies ‘families’; Adam 
Wheeler, Gabriel Comerford, Bec Jones, Riki Mace, Angela Barnard and the two AD’s 
Isabella Stone + Caitlin Comerford. The workshops covered techniques and practices in 
contemporary technique, choreography, improvisation, contact work, repertoire and site 

specific performance practices. On top of all this input, the young people had time to work 
with peers across the companies to create their own new offerings as an output - a way to 
channel all the musings and learnings over the short and intense time, and a shared moment 
of joy for the practices they embody and believe in within youth dance.

All this culminated in a public sharing and conversation with community members within 
Launceston that at times was hilarious, honest, intricate and theatrical. This sharing was 
hosted by the one and only Trey L’Trash the drag persona of H.K Vermeulen, one of DRILL’s 
‘family’ members and creative teachers. 

It was a MASSIVE four days of exchange, conversation and reflections of the similarities 
but important creative differences amongst them all - but that they as a collective of young 
people can facilitate and host space for all of their differences to be united in their collective 

Illuminate  Photos by Isabella Stone18
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AGE Development 
SENIOR COMPANY

4   9   
Workshops Participants 

Thursday 10 November - Sunday 13 November 2022

Everyone at DRILL was very excited to work with Elle Evangelista, a Filipino and Burmese 
female dance artist currently living and working in Gadigal land/Sydney. Elle will be one 
of the lead creatives for our 2023 major show AGE –  an investigation what it means to be 
defined, measured and respected by the length of time you’ve spent on this planet.
 
DRILL delivered workshops over four days towards seeding ideas for AGE in 2023 and 
building familiarity for the company with each other and Elle.

AGE development  Photo by Cathryn Williams
AYDF 

DRILL Artistic Director Isabella Stone and Senior Company Member Curtis Thorpe attended 
the Australian Youth Dance Festival in Melbourne in July 2022. Curtis attended as a youth 
ambassador alongside representatives from companies from all over Australia, and secured 
Arts Tasmania Artsbridge funding to attend.  They both took part in workshops, forums and 
other events over the week. 

CONTEMPORARY CLASSES
 
10   15   
Classes  Participants 

Weekly classes are delivered for our Senior Company members, and some members of the 
public in throughout the year at the Dance Studio at the Kickstart Creative Living Centre. 
Classes are an essential part of being in Senior Company, and develop the skills of the 
participants, maintain their fitness, and provide a social connectedness between projects.  
Classes held during the production period of dissolving labels are included in the statistics 
for that program. Classes below are those not associated with a particular project.
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Collective Writing - Collective Dancing 
JUNIOR COMPANY

100   17   15   3
Audience  Workshops Participants Performances

10:30am, 11:30am and 12:30pm Saturday 3 December 2022.  Book Launch 1pm.
Hobart Library, Libraries Tasmania, 91 Murray Street Hobart

Through a swift and focussed creative process, the fourteen young people of Junior 
Company 2022 have simultaneously produced a book and a performance of individual 
stories - written, illustrated and embodied. Over a period of seven weeks, meeting for 
6.5 hours each week, together with Isabella Stone and Gabrielle Martin, we ambitiously 
produced creative offerings in both an ephemeral and permanent form.

The stories are wild and varying, occupied with darkness, honesty, friendship, thoughts of 
the future and many animals. The process was kickstarted with an intensive of three days 
of both dancing and writing led by DRILL creative team, and story writing workshops and 
character development with ‘Story Leader’ Bonnie Que,  and Adrianna Bunda a volunteer 
from our partner organisation - The Story Island Project. 

It was awesome to introduce another local creative, Choreographer Gabby Martin, to 
Junior Company, connecting them to people and emerging leaders in their community. In a 
hugely generous gesture, one of our Senior Company members, Evelyn Bryan, volunteered 
to work with the Junior Company. The care and laughter they bought to the studio, while 
always demonstrating a commitment to hard work and honest creativity, has been gorgeous 
to watch. Working with Evelyn is an excellent bridge for Junior members considering 
continuing their journey with DRILL. So, the process was rich in many ways.

Each week we practiced ‘the dance of today’ an improvisation practice of writing and 
dancing that is rigorous and has been a wonderful experience to facilitate and observe 
with our youngest movers.  Entries from the company members are included in the book, 
unfiltered, handwritten and an honest story expressed and captured from dancing, without 
judgement. They are beautiful pages between the more constructed stories.

Junior Company members were incredible and their hard work really shone through, in 
performance and on the page. Libraries Tasmania were an important partner in the work, 
hosting a workshop for young people from the public, three performances and a book 
launch at the Hobart Library.

Collective Writing - Collective Dancing Photo by Evelyn Bryan
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It was a normal day in Sunnyside. It was magical and amazing. But 
this day snake saw something weird. It had two arms and two legs, 
it was carrying something in its hands, a box. The box had buttons 
and letters. No animals knew what it was except for the thing that 
was holding it. It left, but more and more came over the year and 
more and more animals were disappearing, and someone had to 
stop them! Lion was trying to get rid of them, but nothing worked. 

The next year everything was gone except for snake who was secretly 
human! … There were new animals, monkeys, hippos, and fish that 
would crash through the waves. They all came from a box that went 
wrong.

By Dottie

14 15
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Dance Nexus - Glenorchystrength as a community.

235   49   109   1
Audience  Workshops Participants Performance

1:30pm Friday 12 August 2022
Montrose Bay High School Performing Arts Centre

Dance Nexus Glenorchy was led by DRILL teaching artist H.K Vermeulen supported by 
Isabella Stone and Keia McGrady and engaged 109 students from grades 4 - 7 across the 
five schools. Over 10 weeks, they collaboratively created new dance performances with 
young people at Montrose Bay High School, Windemere Primary School, Glenorchy Primary 
School, Goodwood Primary School and Austin’s Ferry Primary School.

We celebrated their new creations in a public performance for participating students school 
communities and members of their families at the Montrose Bay High School Performing 
Arts Centre.

For the first time ever we were able to achieve two days of combined school activities, 
rehearsals and performance thanks to the incredible support of Montrose Bay High school. 
It was a massive achievement for the students to adapt - immersed in new environments, 
working with new people and embracing the expansion of their team growing from their 
own school unit, to include all their peers from other schools. They did this with great com-
mitment and care.

Choreographers: H.K. Vermeulen, Keia McGrady and Isabella Stone
Participating Schools: Montrose Bay High School, Windemere Primary School, Glenorchy 
Primary School, Goodwood Primary School and Austin’s Ferry Primary School.

IN-SCHOOLS PROGRAMS
YOUTH ACCESS



Secondary Schools Workshops
IN-SCHOOLS PROGRAMS

10   183
Workshops Participants

Artistic Director Isabella Stone delivered workshops in Secondary Schools in March 2022.  
Workshops included warm up, and a contemporary phrase and choreographic task from 
the DRILL 2022 major season, dissolving labels, as well as a brief discussion about the work. 
Additional workshops were delivered later in 2022.

Primary Schools Workshops
37   197
Workshops Participants

In November 2021, Isabella Stone delivered workshops in primary schools. Workshops 
included a warm up, and some creative tasks, incorporating play and collaboration. This was 
the first time DRILL had offered a primary school workshop series not attached to Dance 
Nexus. It was a great experience to deliver with the participants very engaged, curious and 
willing. The schools were impressed with students engagement and as always kept DRILL 
active and present in the school landscape.

Management + Staffing

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR 

Isabella Stone became Artistic Director of DRILL in 2020, and is responsible for the direction, 
implementation and delivery of the artistic program. This includes the creation of new 
work, generating and maintaining partnerships, mentoring artists and young people, and 
all artistic leadership and sector development activities. Isabella works in consultation and 
partnership with the General Manager on all aspects of the operations at DRILL.

Isabella is a dance artist from Perth, Western Australia, which is Whadjuk Noongar Country. 
She is a performer, choreographer and teaching artist with over a decade of experience in 
Western Australia and Tasmania.A STEPS Youth Dance Company alumni (2005-2007) Isabella 
has continued her involvement and advocacy for youth dance as a choreographer and 
teaching artist. 

As choreographer, she has collaborated on two Australian Dance Award winning 
choreographies Fights and Flights (2014) by STEPS Youth Dance Company and ProjectNEXT 
(2017) by Co:3; facilitated workshops and forums at the 2019 Australian Youth Dance 
Festival – International in Melbourne and has worked in secondary and primary schools 
throughout Perth and regional WA. 

Isabella’s debut full length work mouseprint premiered at the State Theatre Centre of 
Western Australia in 2015. Since then, she has created work for LINK Dance Company and 
WAAPA. Isabella was invited to be one of five artist/makers for Tasdance 2017-2019. Isabella 
is a graduate of the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts and LINK Dance 
Company.

Isabella is also active outside the role, including work for Dark Mofo and performed in 
Tasdance’s 2022 work Collision.

GENERAL MANAGER
Cathryn Williams is the General Manager, and is responsible for the management and 
operations of DRILL, including financial management and operations. The General Manager 
works in consultation and partnership with the Artistic Director and ensures the company has 
the resources required for program delivery and stable growth. Cathryn was appointed to 
this position in July 2019. 

Cathryn was previously a long-time program officer at Arts Tasmania where she worked 
with a wide range of artists and organisations. She was a board member of Musica Viva 
Tasmania for seven years, where she managed the operations of their annual subscription 
season, as well as being treasurer. She also had a stint as Operations Coordinator for 
Ten Days on the Island. Before that, Cathryn managed over 100 concerts a year at the 
Tasmanian Conservatorium of Music. Cathryn holds a Bachelor of Music from the University 
of Queensland and a Certificate IV in Entertainment. She completed the orchestral 
management school held by Youth Music Australia (now the Australian Youth Orchestra) and 
played in three of their national performing programs as a horn player.
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The Board
The DRILL Board continues to meet six times each year to review and monitor the program, 
budget and strategic development activities. Carin Mistry resigned from her position as Vice 
Chair, and we welcomed Sandi Doherty as her replacement. Erica Campbell-Graham started 
as Secretary from 1 January 2022.

Lesley Graham | Chair
40 years of professional experience in Dance and Education, former UTAS and QUT lecturer.
Board tenure began 20 March 2017 | Attendance 6 Meetings

Carin Mistry | Vice Chair until March 2022
Former Executive Director of Australian Plays and former Director of Dance for the Australia 
Council for the Arts 
Board tenure began 20 March 2018 | Attendance 2 of 2 Meetings

Sally Mollison | Vice Chair
Creative practioner working in the education and community sector, including work with 
QVMAG, TSO and Ten Days on the Island.
Board tenure began 20 March 2017 | Attendance 4 Meetings

Sandi Doherty | Vice Chair from May 2022
A background and dance, visual arts, media and philanthropy. In 2022 was  State Manager 
of Canteen.Board tenure began 28 March 2018 | Attendance 5 of 5 Meetings

Winnie Fang | Treasurer
Accountant at Macquarie Accounting.  
Board tenure began 26 July 2021 | Attendance 4 Meetings

Erica Campbell Graham | Secretary
DRILL Senior Company member with experience in disability support and theatre 
management.
Board tenure began 22 March 2020 | Attendance 6 Meetings

Evelyn Bryan | Dancer’s Representative
DRILL Senior Company member with experience in film, theatre and fine art.  
Board tenure began 02 May 2022 | 5 of 5 meetings

Angela Barnard 
DRILL choreographer, secondary dance teacher, independent choreographer and performer.
Board tenure began 28 March 2022 | Attendance 3 of 5 Meetings

Steve Kyne 
Former Deputy Director of Arts Tasmania and General Manager of Ten Days on the Island. 
Expert in financial management, governance, human resource management and statistics.  
Board tenure began 28 March 2022 | 2 of 5 Meetings32 33
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Financial Report
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